BASR organized a Christmas party for three hundred children with and without disabilities from the Bethlehem district, who giggled as the actors from Al Hara theatre filled the hall with Christmas spirit with their funny “Lause and Santa Clause “play. A performance by people with disabilities from Al Basma Center added more fun and tunes that the children danced with while singing along.

This celebration was organized to break the daily routine and create a fun atmosphere far from the usual school and home environment. Those events have proven to have a great influence on the lives of children with disabilities, as they offer them equal access to fun and recreational activities en par with their peers in a welcoming and accessible environment. The children created new friendships and often walked up to the performing zone to dance or wish everyone a Merry Christmas.
“Seeing my child dance and laugh is the greatest blessing at Christmas. I enjoyed the show as much as he did. This celebration is a great occasion for a mother and child to spend time together.”, one mother said.